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“A star does not 
compete with other stars around it. It 

just shines.” And with your love, affection, and blessings 
we are gleaming brighter with every passing day. It gives me tremendous 
joy to showcase the 50th issue of Gallop, wherein we establish an enlightening 
connection with our stakeholders of love and laudation.  With events and ceremonies, our 
maneuvers were carried out with complete success and the young dipsites once again carried the torch 
of our institution with glory. This edition of gallop will bring to you the fervency of the school celebrations 
where in the last months of the remarkable year, we not only revitalized the unbounded energies of our students but 
also helped them to bloom in numerous events. 
The year’s gift for us is presented by The Education World India which recognized Delhi Public School Kidszone as the 
number 1 preschool in Bhopal for the year 2022-23. This crowning glory is a perfect narration of the untiring efforts of DPS 
family, and its dedication, and is evident of its capacity of serving excellence. I am grateful to each one of you as it is your 
confidence in our abilities and virtuosity, that helped us reach the pinnacle.
The festivities of Dussehra and Diwali were uprisen, as festooned with the spirits of celebration, Delhi Public School 
observed, organized, and jubilated significant days. The two-year hiatus was devoid of the fun and merriments of in-school 
jollifications, which was recouped on Children’s Day, where teachers expressed their fondness in several presentations 
whereas students frolicked in rejuvenation and heartiness. 
DPS believes in identifying competence and the Award Ceremony is one such event to recognize the prized personas of the 
school. The awards, are not only intended to distinguish the academic wonders but also to appreciate virtues like discipline, 
punctuality, regularity, and perseverance. The bestowment of trophies, scholar badges, and certificates added to their self-
pride and persuaded them to extend their own horizons. 
The Annual Function once again marked our supremacy in the realm of holistic education. The cultural extravaganza 
witnessed the participation of more than a thousand students who edifice a new world of dreams by uniquely synthesizing 
technology, arts, and talent in different cultures, subsequently justifying the theme; Sansriti- One World Many Dreams. The 
ebullient family of Delhi Public School, efficaciously weaved dreams from the world of science, fiction and mythology. 
For us the paramount goal of education is to ensure the all-inclusive growth of our students, with academics being the 
prominent one, pre-board I exam was successfully conducted for the students of classes X and XII, where an assessment 
of upcoming CBSE board exam preparations helped in inducing self-confidence. As we know that practice makes anybody 
perfect, these exams are the essential practices our students undertake to attain perfection in academics. 
“The desire for excellence becomes a reality when an individual sets a standard, reaches, and surpasses it consistently.”
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Gallop is an enterprise formed on the infallible bond of parents and school, 

designedly to recapitulate our ongoing endeavours to our family outside the 

campus, and with your appreciation and warmth, we are able to present the 

50th successful volume of Gallop. We are beholden to our patrons for their 

earnest feedback that helped us in blooming consistently. This edition will help you to sneak into 

our successful conduction of events, browse through our newest achievements, and comprehend the 

brilliance we hold. From various momentous day celebrations to the organization of a career fest for 

our students, we have sailed in many boats and steered our mentees in the right direction consistently. 

We have been successful in setting another benchmark in the world of education by retaining our 

legacy of serving excellence and attaining perfection and this is perceptible in our attainment of the 

Number 1 preschool Award by Education World India Ranking 2022-23. For us, consistency is the belt 

that fastens excellence in position and encourages us to fly high. 

Happy Reading...
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“The pursuit of excellence with 
unrestrained passion can lead to the 

accomplishment of wonders with 
unsurpassed joy.”

Delhi Public School
Kidszone Bhopal

has been Ranked No.1 Pre-school in Bhopal
by the Education World 2022-23
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“Recycling Newspaper as a Fashion Armour!”


